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What was  
the heaviest newspaper 
that you have ever had  

in your hands?



The heaviest ever magazine was ›Shukan Jutaku Joho‹  
of Japan (Jan. 10, 1990; 1,940 pages)

pages  
in total1,612

Sunday, September 13, 1987
kilograms  
in weight5.4
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The heaviest ever newspaper



1st wave of digital disruption: unbundling

News  
sites

Opinion  
sites

Niche verticals 
(around topics,  

personalities, 
communities)

User generated  
content  
(blogs, boards)

Brand websites  
(product, service  
pages)

Marketplaces



Unbundling news from marketplaces  
Impact on U.S. publishers revenue

Source: Pew Research Centre 2013
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… unbundling of individual stories

Headline  
of an article

Visual elements: 
e.g. picture,  

video, graphics

Complements: 
e.g. comments,  

reactions

Text of an article

Text elements: 
e.g. captions,  
sidebars

Recommended:  
e.g. related, earlier,  
similar stories



Source: Tow Centre, Columbia Graduate School of Journalism 2017

Driving prices down Top U.S. media brands 
distribute content across up to 22 platforms





Commoditization Low barriers of entry / Suppliers’ 
interchangeability / Pitfalls of attention-driven biz model



3rd wave  
of disruption: 
decoupling
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How decoupling works Consumers’ decision 
making process vs. publishers’ business model

Built upon:  T. Teixeira, Decoupling effects of digital disruptors, EBR, 2016
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Decoupling Platforms, ad-blockers let consumers 
avoid value eroding activities or minimise pains

X X XX



In a survey, the world’s publishers tell us

82%  Digital display advertising  
 is our main business model 

Source: WAN-IFRA 2017

69%  We use Facebook mainly as  
 a distribution channel for content 



Where’s the money?



Winners of the attention economy Aggregate 
largest audiences & capture most of ad revenue

63% 95%
 Combined share of Google  
 and Facebook in U.S. digital  
 advertising market in 2017 

 Their share in  
 new ad spend  
 in 2017 

Source: eMarketer 2018



Who captures $ in digital ad ecosystem?

Source: AEMII / Future Media Lab / European Magazine Media Association 2016
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Advertiser Agency Trading Desk DMP/ 
Data provider

DSP Ad exchange SSP/  
Ad network

Publisher

Share of ad tech 
companies 61%



How much do platforms share?

5-7%
 Average share of Google and Facebook’s  
 contributions in publishers’ digital revenue 
Sources: surveys by Digital Content Next 2018, WAN-IFRA 2017



What kind of money the biggest guys get?  
Survey of 20 top U.S. publishers

Source: Digital Content Next 2018

Average annual revenue  
from the four major platforms

$19m



So how to respond?



Lobby for regulatory 
interventions? 

Launch your own platforms? 
Build alliances to share data, 

technology, perhaps even 
customers? 

Make users love ads?
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What’s the root problem? Decoupling

X X XX



What about charging  
other parties 

for content itself?



Who pays for digital content at the NY Times?

Consumers

Content 
marketeers

Retailers
Donors

Syndication



How much money may the Times make?

$340m
 digital-only  
 subscriptions 

$39m
 digital branded content 
Source: NYT Company, Q4 2017

$198m
 digital advertising,  
 incl. branded content 

$108m
 content syndication,  
 e-commerce, events 



What’s the annual ARPU for the NY Times?

$1.85  Visitor of NYTimes.com  
 (monetised with digital ads)    

$140
Source: author’s calculations based on NYT Company, Q4 2017; Nieman Lab 2017

 Digital-only subscriber  
 of NYTimes.com 

$1,000,000  Top sponsor of  
 student subs 



Most common business models of publishers

82%
 digital display  
 advertising 

Source: WAN-IFRA 2017

73%
 branded  
 content 

62%
 events 

50%
 digital subscriptions 

36%
 e-commerce 



We need more business 
model innovation 

Product innovation  
is not enough



Don’t be a slave  
to any platform 
Hire platforms  

to work for you instead



Innovation is a process,  
not an event 

The sooner you start,  
the quicker you learn



What’s the end game?

New pricing strategy



New pricing strategy

Redefined  
business 
model



New pricing strategy

Redefined  
business 
model

Reinvented 
company



Questions?

grzegorz.piechota@gmail.com 
Senior Research Fellow, Green Templeton 
College & Reuters Institute, University of Oxford

Research Associate, Harvard Business School

Former news editor, Gazeta Wyborcza


